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Body: Background The 2010 BTS Pleural Diseases Guideline provides evidence-based recommendations
for the management of Spontaneous Pneumothorax (SP). Needle aspiration (NA) is the recommended
initial management in most cases, with intercostal drainage (ICD) being reserved for failed NA and large or
symptomatic Secondary SP. Limited recommendations are made regarding Iatrogenic Pneumothorax (IP),
reflecting less evidence. This is despite a higher prevalence of IP in several case-series. We sought to
examine our own case-mix and adherence to BTS guidance. Methods We prospectively audited all
pneumothoraces presenting to the Southern General Hospital from February to August 2012. Cases were
identified by daily visits to the Emergency Department and Respiratory Unit. Case notes and imaging were
reviewed retrospectively. Classification and management were compared with BTS guidance. Results 37
cases were recorded (18 IP (49%), 9 Primary SP (24%), 8 Secondary SP (22%), 2 Traumatic (5%) based
on retrospective analysis). 18/37 (49%) were incorrectly classified. 12/37 (32%) deviated from management
guidelines, being more common when classification was incorrect (9/18 (50%)) than correct (3/19, 16%).
The most common management deviation was use of ICD instead of NA (5/12 (42%)). 3/18 (17%) cases of
IP were not managed according to BTS recommendations, all had inappropriate ICD. Conclusions IP is by
far the most common form of pneumothorax at our centre. Pneumothoraces are commonly misclassified
leading to deviation from guidelines, inappropriate use of ICD and hospital admission. Clinical trials
dedicated to IP would allow better recommendations to be made regarding management.
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